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CORPORATE PROGRAMS FOR STARTUP COLLABORATION IN MUNICH
Munich is a leading tech-hub in Germany and hosts the headquarters and strategic locations of many multinationals and DAX companies. But also the startup and
entrepreneurship scene is thriving with currently around 1,300 startups registered in the greater Munich area. The proximity to leading established companies makes
Munich especially attractive for startups that seek to scale by collaborating with corporates. But also established companies have discovered the potential of collaboration
with startups and, therefore, programs to foster this engagement have sprung up over the last years. In collaboration with MUST – The Munich Ecosystem,
UnternehmerTUM Business Creators have set out to create an overview of what these programs offer and what sets them apart. We have compiled information about 15
corporate startup programs in Munich, which we define as programmatic approaches in which startups can engage with established companies – for example corporate
accelerators or Venture Clients. Most programs therefore focus on specific topics around the core business of the corporate partners. From beverages to insurance to
space – the programs are as diverse as the corporate landscape in Munich.
KEY FACTS ABOUT THE PROGRAMS
Most programs run for around 12 weeks, while some offer their services for up to 24 months. The time that founders need to commit to the program varies strongly. It is
noticeable that, contrary to most US models, programs don‘t take equity from the startups. We see a trend towards remote programs, which has been strongly pushed by
the Corona crisis. It remains to be seen whether and to what extent programs will return to in-residence options.
OFFER TO STARTUPS
All programs offer mentoring or trainings to the startups, often also leveraging the respective corporate‘s employees and executives to pass on their experience and
knowledge. Other founders and investors are also often included as mentors. Another element that is common to all programs is that they provide network access. This can
be to key decision makers and key players in the corporate partner organizations, in the relevant industry or in the entrepreneurship ecosystem. Some programs offer
project budget – this can either be a fixed amount or take the form of a paid pilot project. Almost all programs offer office space in Munich to the participating startups.

ENGAGEMENT WITH CORPORATE PARTNERS
A key element of the programs is engagement with the corporate partners. This can take various forms: introduction to key decision makers, mentoring or training by
executives or employees, access to corporate assets (such as technology or sales channels), co-creation sessions, or pilot projects (which can be guaranteed or optional).
The document gives an overview of 15 corporate startup programs in Munich. If you have feedback or know of programs that are not included, please let us know via:
businesscreators@unternehmertum.de

BMW Startup Garage
BMW Group

KEY FACTS
12-16 weeks

The BMW Startup Garage is the Venture Client unit of the BMW Group which was established in 2015. Our goal is to
foster innovation speed and quality - through the support from startups - at all BMW Group divisions. As a Venture Client,
the BMW Group becomes the early adopter client of a startup, even if its product, service or technology is still on a
prototype stage.

OFFER
Mentoring / Trainings

• Startups get ready for the automotive industry and learn about industry
dynamics and how development, manufacturing and purchasing works
• Create a compelling automotive use and business case

(Pilot) Project

• Paid PoC, e.g. creating a prototype with BMW’s vehicles, services or systems
• Startups can apply their solution directly at BMW, with our engineers and managers,
and benefit from all our resources and experience.

Budget

Network

very individual time
commitment

%

Zero equity
Partially on-site
not cohort-based

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
• Product / service with a use case
for BMW

• Access to those people that are key to grow the startup’s business
within BMW and the global automotive industry

• Functional product or prototype
• Full-time team

Office Space

• If needed, free office space in Munich

• Funding by institutional investor
• Existing legal entity

Other benefits

• Startups get a supplier status, supplier number, purchase order
• Access to cutting-edge resources, like tools and cars

B/S/H Startup Kitchen

KEY FACTS

Bosch Siemens Hausgeräte
12 weeks
Working with BSH Startup Kitchen is a startup’s initial step to succeed in the global, billion-dollar home appliances
industry. Our model includes a no-strings-attached partnership to integrate and validate a startup’s product, service, or
technology, as well as a beneficial pairing of entrepreneurs with top engineers and managers. BSH Startup Kitchen
focuses on startups that help the BSH organization to solve critical challenges across all business areas and functions.

OFFER
Mentoring / Trainings

• Coaching to learn about BSH’s processes and approaches
• Startups learn how to succeed in the world of home appliances. We teach you the
industry dynamics and how development, manufacturing, and purchasing works.

(Pilot) Project

• Validation of the startup solution in a joint pilot project
• After a first pilot project, we support the long-term integration of the startup
solution into BSH’s products and processes.

Budget

• All costs related to the integration and validation of the startup solution are
paid (including materials, travel, working hours etc.)

Network

• Startups are connected to decision makers within BSH for business
development

very individual time
commitment

%

Zero equity / optional
follow-on funding
Flexible
not cohort-based

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
• Product / service with a use case
for BSH

• Functional product or prototype
• Full-time team
• Seed funding from professional
investor

Office Space

• Existing legal entity
Other benefits

• BSH – a global leader in the home appliances industry – becomes a
paying reference client from day 1

DICA – Drink Innovation Campus (by SCE and INSIDE Getränke)

KEY FACTS

Veltins, Hassia, Ardagh, drinktec
12 weeks
DICA stands for Drink Innovation Campus and is the accelerator program of the beverage industry. Whether new
blockchain technologies, an innovative handling of digital applications or revolutionary process innovations, as long as
your idea is applied to the beverage industry, you have the opportunity to get support from the DICA program to develop
your innovation and new business models.

OFFER

4h/week

%

Zero equity
remote

Mentoring / Trainings

• Mentoring from founders, experts, program employees
• Workshops

(Pilot) Project

• Matching and assisted co-creation workshops with corporate partners

2-3 cohorts/year

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

• Prototyping budget of 2.000€

• Applications in the beverage
industry

Network

• Meet our innovation partners from the industry for intensive exchange
and possible cooperation

• Readiness to conduct a project
with one of the partner companies

Office Space

• Co-working space

Other benefits

• Event participation

ESA BIC Bavaria (managed by AZO)

KEY FACTS

ESA, DLR, Airbus, Fraunhofer IIS
12, 18 or 24 months
ESA Business Incubation Centre (BIC) Bavaria & Northern Germany promotes companies with disruptive products and
digital businesses in areas like robotics, mobile, mobility, automotive, aviation, satellites etc. Since 2004, AZO with its
ESA BIC Bavaria supported to date more than 175 startups with an annual turnover of round about EUR 150 million in
2018, creating more than 2,800 high-tech jobs in Bavaria and involving the amount of more than EUR 290 million venture
capital in 2012. ESA BIC Bavaria & Northern Germany is one of the most successful incubation programs in Europe.

OFFER

%

Zero equity
Partly on-site

Mentoring / Trainings

• Mentoring for business support
• Technical expertise from DLR, Airbus and Fraunhofer IIS
• Coaching events (e.g. sales, pitch training etc.)

(Pilot) Project

• Collaboration with corporate partner selected by startup can take
various forms, e.g. consulting services, common projects, etc.

Budget

very individual time
commitment

• 50,000€ funding ESA and the Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs, Regional Development
and Energy
• Optional 50.000€ loan from Kreissparkasse München Starnberg Ebersberg or Sparkasse
Nürnberg

Network

• Worldwide largest space-related innovation network with 22 ESA BICs

Office Space

• Office space at incubator sites (Oberpfaffenhofen, Nuremberg, Ottobrunn)

not cohort-based

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
• Space connection either upstream
(developing technologies for the space
sector) or downstream
(technology transfer from space into
terrestrial applications or application of
satellite services like GNSS, EO,
SatComm)
• Located in Bavaria

Other benefits

• Additional funding programmes available through ESA space solutions

• Max 3 years after registration

H+ Digital Health Innovation Programme

KEY FACTS

InsureTech Hub Munich & Medical Valley
17 weeks
H+ stimulates interdisciplinary collaboration and business development by connecting international startups, corporations,
SMEs, investors, universities, research institutes and governmental organisations. Startups get access to the German
healthcare market through a modular curriculum, individually tailored mentoring and networking activities.. Participants in
the cross-industry H+ Programme profit from dmac’s expertise and network in the healthcare sector and ITHM’s proven
track-record in de-risking startups and enabling POCs within the insurance industry.

OFFER
Mentoring / Trainings

•
•
•
•

Mentoring from founders, experts, investor and program employees
Technology consulting
Validation of business model and support with legal and regulatory issues
ITHM and dmac have a proven track-record in enabling POCs with their partners

very individual time
commitment

%

Zero equity
Remote
1 cohort/year

(Pilot) Project

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

Network

• Applicability of the solution to the
German health care landscape
• Business development activities with corporate partners as potential
customers & distributors
• Access to German healthcare and insurance ecosystem

Office Space

• Office space at Werk1, the most startup-friendly place in Munich

Other benefits

• Participation in events, workshops and conferences
• Alumnus status for life

• MVP, ideally with first users
• Teams have to prove growth
ambitions

Media Startup Fellowship by Media Lab Bayern
SWMH, VRM, 1&1, ZEIT ONLINE, BR24, n-tv, RTL, and others

KEY FACTS
36 weeks

The Media Lab Bayern is the innovation hub for digital media in Germany. The Media Startup Fellowship is a 9-month
accelerator program that supports early-stage startups with boosting their products from prototype to market launch.
Organized in batches of 8 teams, twice a year, fellows can get up to 50.000 Euros in funding and industry-specific
coaching and mentoring. The Media Lab Bayern is supported by the Bayerische Staatskanzlei and the BLM (Bavarian
Regulatory Authority for Commercial Broadcasting).

OFFER
Mentoring / Trainings

• Industry-specific coaching by experienced coaches
• Workshops
• Mentor hours

20+h/week

%

Zero equity
On-site*
2 cohorts/year

* Switched to remote due to Covid-19

(Pilot) Project

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

• Prototyping budget of up to 40,000 €

Network

• Access to an extensive network within the media industry
• 1:1 introductions to the right people in partner companies

• Media tech & content
• B2B & B2C
• Existing prototype
• At least 2 co-founders

Office Space

• Co-working space in central Munich

Other benefits

• Events and field trips

Microsoft for Startups
Microsoft
Microsoft for Startups is a comprehensive program that delivers the technology, go-to-market and community benefits
needed to catalyze startup success. The program helps B2B startups from more than 140 countries connect their gamechanging solutions to Microsoft’s enterprise customers. Committed to listening to the needs of diverse startup
communities around the world, Microsoft for Startups offers include a wide range of technical and commercial supports as
well as a unique set of vertical tracks such as Social Entrepreneurship, Quantum or Autonomous Driving.

OFFER
Mentoring / Trainings

• Technical support - work one-on-one with a Microsoft Engineer to architect,
design, implement, migrate, or grow your applications.
• Business enablement, e.g. a customized Go-To-Market plan to maximize
joint marketing and special events with Microsoft.

KEY FACTS
up to 24 weeks

very individual time
commitment

%

Zero equity
Remote
not cohort-based

(Pilot) Project

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

Network

• Through Microsoft's marketplaces and with the help of Microsoft
sellers, startups can approach and sell to the biggest enterprises
around the world

Office Space

Other benefits

• Offering an innovative technical
solution that supports customers in
their digital transformation
• Less than 7 years in existence and
less than $25M in total annual revenue
• Seed, Series A, B, or C stage (or
validated equivalent)

• Cloud technologies including up to $120,000 in Azure credits
• Developer tools
• Free access to a palette of Microsoft products

• First clients
• Post product market fit

Plug and Play Insurtech Europe

KEY FACTS

Munich Re, Generali, Versicherungskammer Bayern, Baloise, Irish Life, ADAC SE, UnipolSai,
Willis Towers Watson, Swiss Re, Aflac, Achmea, Covea, Rheinland Versicherungsgruppe
Established in 2016, Plug and Play Insurtech is one of Plug and Play's largest industry-specific programs. Alongside its
headquarters in Silicon Valley, this platform runs programs in five global locations including Beijing, Munich, New York,
Singapore, and Tokyo. The program currently has over 90 corporate participants including Farmers Insurance,
Nationwide, SOMPO Digital Lab, and Travelers, and has worked with hundreds of international Insurtech startups to date.

OFFER

12 weeks
2h/week

%

Zero equity
Partly on-site

Mentoring / Trainings

• Mentoring, Pitch Training and workshops with our corporate partners to help
startups strengthen their business model
• Matchmaking to industry experts to scale within the European insurance landscape

(Pilot) Project

• Pilot projects and POCs with the corporate partners

2 cohorts/year

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

Network

• Engage with the leading European insurance players, as well as with our global
network in over 30 locations.
• Meet investors and exchange with like-minded entrepreneurs.

Office Space

• If wanted, seats in a coworking space in one of Munich’s top startup
clusters

Other benefits

• Venture Capital investment (case by case decision)
• Participation in relevant ecosystem events

• Use case for the insurance
industry (InsurTech and
EnterpriseTech)
• First traction on the market: MVP /
prototype / ready to pilot
• Stable team

Plug and Play Retailtech Hub
MediaMarktSaturn, Schwarz Group, Visa, BMW

KEY FACTS
12 weeks

The Retailtech Hub is more than an accelerator: an international hub at the heart of Europe, where commerce innovation
can progress, where future-thinking corporations and eager startups can meet and meaningfully engage. We create the
environment to pilot solutions and services, learn and share experiences, increase sales or facilitate international
expansion: we give YOU a place to empower commerce. Together.

OFFER

2h/week

%

Zero equity
Flexible

Mentoring / Trainings

• Mentoring sessions and workshops with industry executives

(Pilot) Project

• Pilot projects with the corporate partners are part of the program

2 cohorts/year

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

Network

• Innovative B2B software solutions
along the retail value chain
• Engage with the leading European brand and retail players, as well as with our
global network in over 30 locations.
• Meet investors and exchange with like-minded entrepreneurs.

Office Space

• If wanted, seats in a coworking space in one of Munich’s top startup
clusters

Other benefits

• Startups have a chance to be evaluated by our Ventures arm for
investment

• MVP / prototype / ready to pilot
• Proven track record
• Stable team

P7S1 Accelerator

KEY FACTS

ProSiebenSat.1 Media
52 weeks
The ProSiebenSat.1 Accelerator is a leading program to support start-ups. We provide min. EUR 1.5m advertising volume (TV,
Special Ads, Digital (Video) Ads and influencer campaigns), campaign assistance and mentoring at our office in Berlin. In
addition, we provide start-ups with access to the extensive network of the ProSiebenSat.1 Group – one of the largest media
corporations in Europe. The total package is offered in form of a convertible note valued at min. EUR 500k.

OFFER
Mentoring / Trainings

5-10h/week

%

Equity taken
remote

• Growth-related mentoring
• One-week bootcamp with various experts in Berlin twice a year
• Assistance in campaign preparation, execution, and analysis

not cohort-based

(Pilot) Project

Budget

• Media Budget of €1.5M Gross Media Volume on mass reach channels like
ProSieben and Sat.1 as well as more focused channels like Sixx or ProSiebenMaxx
• 360° media campaign option available (Digital Ads + Influencer campaigns)

Network

• Access to the extensive network of the ProSiebenSat.1 Group, as well
as in-house experts and executives
• Contacts to venture capitalists, business angels and family offices

Office Space

Other benefits

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
• B2C product or service
• Relevant for the mass market or
large niche market
• Min ~ € 500k in yearly revenues
• Secured financing for 6-12
months

SAP.iO Foundry Munich
SAP

KEY FACTS
12 weeks

The SAP.iO Foundry Munich helps early stage enterprise startups build with SAP via integrations or APIs and provide
startups with the exposure they need to gain customers.

5-20h/week

%
OFFER

Zero equity
remote

Mentoring / Trainings

• Trainings and 1:1 sessions to help you scale your startup
• Mentoring by SAP experts

(Pilot) Project

• Building a technical integration into SAP systems

2 cohorts/year

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

Network

• B2B Startups
• Access to SAP customers and partners across 25+ industries
• Become part of SAP’s partner network and get listed in the SAP App
Center

• Market-ready product
• First (paying) customers
• Fit to SAP technologies

Office Space

• If needed, office space in central Munich is provided

Other benefits

• Promotion of the startups via SAP’s channels and events
• Participation in relevant events
• Access to SAP technologies and APIs

Startup Collaboration Space
Volkswagen

KEY FACTS
12 weeks

The perfect vehicle for startups with focus on machine learning and AI that are looking for the fastest and most effective
way to turn their innovative concepts into truly impactful solutions. They will commit to collaborate in at least 1 project,
bringing not just the right solutions but also the right mindset.

35h/week

%
OFFER

Zero equity
On-site

Mentoring / Trainings

• Access to Data:Lab and group experts

(Pilot) Project

• Collaboration on at least one project with Volkswagen (PoC or MVP)

not cohort-based

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

• Financial compensation of 15,000€ per team

• Focus on machine learning or AI
• Legal entity

Network

• Contacts and networking to all 13 Volkswagen brands

Office Space

• Office space in central Munich

Other benefits

• Use of Volkswagen infrastructure

Startup Creasphere (powered by Plug and Play)
Roche, Sanofi, Lonza, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Microsoft,
Sana Kliniken, UKSH
Startup Creasphere is the first Health focused innovation program in Munich, established by Roche and Plug and Play in 2018.
We focus on digital health technologies that challenge clinical practices, improve data analytics, and enhance the patient journey
across the continuum of care. The program provides startups with a dedicated pilot-driven program to accelerate their success,
including business development with leading corporations, capital, mentoring, workshop and access to our global network.

OFFER

KEY FACTS
12 weeks
2h/week

%

Zero equity
Flexible

Mentoring / Trainings

• Mentoring and workshops with our corporate partners to help startups
strengthen their business model as well as well as matchmaking to
industry experts to scale within the European health landscape

(Pilot) Project

• Each startup that is selected into the program works with a dedicated
pilot owner of a leading healthcare corporation to realize the project.

2 cohorts/year

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

Network

• Topics along the health value
chain
• Engage with the leading European health players, meet investors and
exchange with like-minded entrepreneurs.

• Legal entity
• MVP / prototype / ready to pilot

Office Space

• If wanted, seats in a coworking space in one of Munich’s top startup
clusters

Other benefits

• Optionally, hit the Silicon Valley, spend 3 months at the Plug and Play
Accelerator and make mind-changing experiences and businesschanging contacts

• Promising and complete team

TechFounders by UnternehmerTUM

KEY FACTS

Aldi Nord, Aldi SÜD, DATEV, FESTO, Knorr-Bremse, Miele
20 weeks
TechFounders is a 20-week international multi-partner accelerator program based in Munich. The premium accelerator
brings tech startups together with corporate partners and venture capitalist. Startups receive a cash component and
benefit from high-class coaching, mentoring and a large network. For its corporate partners, TechFounders scouts globally
for the most promising startups, manages the evaluation process and sets up collaboration projects.

10h/week

%

Zero equity

OFFER
Mentoring / Trainings

• Intensive coaching and mentoring by seasoned serial entrepreneurs, tech
experts, business angels, venture capitalists and experienced industry
professionals in more than 20 different areas

(Pilot) Project

• All accepted startups conduct a paid pilot project with at least one
corporate partner – collaborations usually continue after the program

Partly on-site
2 cohorts/year

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

• 25,000€

Network

• Access to TechFounder’s and UnternehmerTUM’s unique network in
the German entrepreneurship ecosystem
• Potential introductions to UnternehmerTUM’s 100+ corporate partners

Office Space

Other benefits

• If needed, free office space in Munich

• Access to UnternehmerTUM’s high-tech workshop “Makerspace” with 100+ machines
• Access to AI computing power and expertise of UnternehmerTUM’s appliedAI initiative

• “Late” early stage startups
• Proven traction and first paying
customers
• Fit to one of the changing search
fields of TechFounder’s industry
partners
• Readiness for a pilot project with
one of our corporate partners

Wayra Germany

KEY FACTS

Telefónica
16 weeks
Founded in 2011, wayra is Telefónica's Open Innovation Hub. With a presence in ten countries, wayra is the largest global
corporate accelerator in the world. Wayra accesses new markets alongside Telefónica and celebrated over 50 meaningful
exits and great examples of joint revenue generation.

25h/week

%
OFFER

Zero equity / optional
follow-on funding
Flexible

Mentoring / Trainings

• Great database of other founders, experts and internal employees to help
develop business

(Pilot) Project

• Pilot project with business unit to win as potential client

not cohort-based

STARTUP REQUIREMENTS
Budget

• 25,000€

• Existing product in place that fits
with Telefónica’s needs

Network

• Access to Wayra’s global network in ten countries with potential investors and acquirers
• Access to Telefónica’s global networking in 15 countries and over 352 million customers

• Up to 2.5 million funding
• Team size (2-5)

Office Space

• If needed, free office space in Munich

• No single founders
• Located in Europe or Israel

Other benefits

• Business case with Telefónica
• Participation in events

If you have any questions or feedback, or feel like we have missed a
program, please reach out via businesscreators@unternehmertum.de

